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CHAPTER~ I 
THE PROBLEM 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The juvenile delinquent--who is he? By law, the delinquent child is 
one "between ·t.he age of seven and seventeen who violates any city ordina.-,ce 
1/ 
or tovm by-law or commits an offense not punishable by death."- This, 
indeed, is a VD.t,"Ue definition and does not take into consideration the 
'' children who have not been charged legally. The definition should include 
i 
not only those lrho break the law but those who are emotionally needy and 
show delinquent tendencies. We must realize that cultural lag is present 
at all times and that juvenile delinquency is deeply rooted in the eternnl 
2/ 
problem of living.-
Now, then, can we help those who are emotionally needy? lihen we say 
emotionally needy, we must understand that ~ delinquents are emotionally 
needy; not all emotionally needy children are delinquent. The problem is one! 
of differentiatL-,g the delinquent from the non-delinquent. :J! Zakolski 
feels that 11 the major difference betvreen delinquents and non-delinquents 
seems the initial psychological inadequacy plus the development of a new, 
socially unacceptable adjustive reaction which society designates as 
delinquency." 
{Vjits and Resolves of Massachusetts, 1948, Ch. 310, Sec. 3 • 
. :_g/Negley K. 'reeters and John Reinemann, The Cha.llange of Delinquency, 
!I Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 19.50. 
:i 
'11/F. c. Zakolski, ustudies in Delinquency I," Pedagog. ~, (March, 1949), 
1
.74: 117. 
-l-
~ I 
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~ feels that delinquent behavior is as purposive as any other. 
"It is an attempt on the part of the individual to attain 
equilibrium in his enviroment. When the individual's needs cannot be 
filled directly and naturally there will be an effort to satisfy them in 
some other way. When this deviant behavior comes in conflict with social 
laws, the individual's acts are said to be anti-social, and he is labeled 
as a criminal or a delinquent ••• Delinquency is not an instinctive act. 
It is the specific outcome of all the forces of' the personality including 
the f'eeli~tone and the realm of' thought.• 
Conclusions drawn by Healy and Jronneri/ state that delinquency must be 
1,1 considered as a method of' self-expression where socially accepted behavior 
has been bloCked by discomforts arising from ~atisf'ying family relations. 
Delinquency bolsters the individual's ego by giving him status as a delin-
quent. 
With the tho~t, then, that delinquent behavior is purposive, we must 
realize wb1' the child acts as he does. Here are, of course, lll8.!ly interwoven 
factors that play on the child. Most authorities are agreed that there is no 
11 
one factor responsible for the causation of delinquency. V Some children ' 
who become delinquent have siblings who do not become delinquent. Therefore, ,: 
it is more than the environmental forces alone --personality 
pl~s a very large role. 
RJRP09 OJ THJl STUDY 
The purpose of this study, then, is concerned With the prediction of 
delinquency in fUrther validation of' the X-D Proneness Sca1e ~ along with 
i using the Heston Personal .Adjustment Inventor~ to see if' a~ of' the person-
ality factors measured by this instrw:aent correlate with scores. By a.dmin-
J}Ralph s. BaDT, Youth in Dispair? Coward-McCann Inc., New York, 1948, 
i PP• 2 C2-3. 
iii/William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Lighta on Delinauenc;r and Its 
:jTrea.tment, Yale University Press, Hew llaven 1936. 
:, 
i'i/Jugene Davidoff and Elinor s. Hoetsel, The Child Guidance .A.pprga9h to 
i,\Jmenile Delinquencz. Child Care Publication•, N.Y. 1951. 
!i~William C. Xvaraceua • X-D Proneness Sa.c1e, World :Book Company, 
:1 Yonkers-on-Hudson, Bew York, 1950. 
rj.2/Joseph C. Heston, Personal .Ad.iuttment Ipyentou. WorD:Book Company, 
!l Yonkers -on-Hudson, l'ew York 1949. 
'I 
II 
--_,-~--tree 
·'' 
ii 
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1 ~stering these two instruments 
!; 
I' \flrmm and correlations made. 
to the same group of boys, comparisons may be 
il JUSTIFICATION 
li 
I! ii More ahd more the responsibility :for delinquents is being transferred 
II 
~~rom correctional institutions to educational and Youth Services. In 1947, 
.I 
rore than seven hundred of tre leading authorities on juvenile delinquency 
~~ttended the National Conference on Prevention and Control of Juvenile 
,, 
Delinquency, and they agreed, nstudies in juvenile delinquency and crime 
:1 1/ 
IFdicate that prevention is less expensive than cure.u-
!i Most authorities agree that delinquency has its source in maladjustment, 
:: 2/ .: 
lhsually in childhood. Reckless- :feels th<:rl:. the juvenile delinquent is not ~i 
I !' 
f'type 11 but a normal child gone astray. 
I 
It is the social not the biological 
I 
I 
actors, and such things as economic situation, size of ftJ.Ilily, broken homes, 
· arent-child relations, social status, neighborhood conditions, recreational 
I acilities, ed:ucation md occupation, truancy <:ll'ld school maladjustments have 
definite relationship to these social factors. 
Ellingston, too, states that 11the careers of nearly all habitual 
friminals ..,mo have been stlfied in prisons can be traced to a beginning in 
~dolescense or childhood." 
I 
atiorial Conference on Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency, 
Report on Schools and Teacher Responsibilities," Washington, D.c., 
nited States Government Printing Office, 1947, p. 30. 
~hlalter c. Reckless and Mapheus Smith, Juvenile Delinquency, McGraw-Hill iro~k Co. Inc., N. Y., 1932. 
il 
!I JJ JoiD: R. ,Ellingston, Protecting Our Children From Criminal Careers, 
frentJ.ce-hall Inc., N. Y., 1948, P• n. 
I 
!' 
\I 
The schools, then, can do much to identify delinquency from children. 
I v 
!Truancy is highly correlated with delinquency.- Most authorities agree that 
II 
j~ruancy is 
II 
syraptomatic of some maladjustment that is more serious than the y 
attend school. lbere disinclination to 
:I 
1: A conclusion in the recent Gluecks 1 Stu,dy states 
11 
•••• how every necessary it is that schools be equipped to discover!' 
potential delinquents before symptoms of maladaptive become fixed. II 
The testing of children early and periodically to detect malforma- '1 
tions of emotional developnent at a state when the twig can still bei 
bent is as necessary as are periodic medical exam.inut ions. In othe~ 
words, a preventive medicine of character and personality is a cry-'' 
it ing need of the times."J/ 
:'1 
1
[ The 1fassachusetts Youth Study definitely states that "a.."lYthing which in 
ib_ broad way promotes the welfare of youth should also aid in the reduction 
: w 
!t:>f delinquency." 
! v §/ 
Many writers on the subject of delinquency such as Banay and Carr 
~lieve that the only efficient way to treat juvenile delinquency is through 
! 
~reventive measures. 
II! 
)i, Therefore, the early detection of delinquency prone children -vrould help 
~o stop delinquency from fir.mly entrenchinG itself as a pattern of behavior. 
I' 
fous this study seems well justified, 
ji ll i-JE<nrlii -PmveZ:S and Helen Witmer, 
fress, N. Y., 1951. 
Prevent ion of Delinquenc:l, Columbia Universitf 
ii 
}/Teeters, op. cit. 
1: 
i/Sheldon and Elinor Glueck, Unraveli."lg Juvenile Delincpency, Commonwealth 
fund, N. Y., 1950, P• 228. 
'I 
YMassachusetts Youth Stuqy, firight m1.d Potter hinting Co., Boston, 1941. 
" 
!fBanay, 2.E• ~. 
-n 
6/lowell J. Carr, 
"'1" 
Delinquency Control, Harper Bros., N. Y., 1941. 
SCOPE O:F THE PHOBLE1! 
!I The K.-D Proneness Scale and the Heston Personal Adjustment Inventor/ 
~ere administered to a group of one hundred boys, juniors in high school. 
!P.• community chosen was a borderline area of metropolitan Boston. The 
tbirector of Guidance in the system divided the group on the basis of high 
1: ~~chievers and low achievers and a.d.ministered both tests. 
ii 
r: 
DEFINITION OF TERES 
"Delinquency" as a term used in this study refers to a child "between 
'fhe age of seven and seventeen who violates any city ordinance or town 
i ~y-law or commits an offense not punishable by death." 
ii 
·1: 
1: 
II 
il 
II 
!I 
1: 
II 
II 
li jl 
,! li I! 
:I "Delinquency proneness" is interpreted in this study to mean a tendency I, 
I, 
~oward delinquency. 
li II "low achievers" in this study refers to one criterior group chosen on 
1 he basis of school grades. 
"High achievers 11 in this study refers to the other criterior group 
, hosen on the basis of school grades. 
; 
i 
:1 RESTATEI£ENI' OF THE PROBIE!l 
II 
11 This study is designed to further validate the K-D Proneness Scale and 
~o obtain correlation between the ~ and The Heston Inventoq. If there 
f'e one or more traits in the Heston which show high correlations with the 
~elinquents or non-delinquents this fact will also be a helpful guide in 
~dentifying delinquents. 
II 
il 
I ~ 
I! jl 
,: 
d 
jl 
I 
1: 
i! 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
i 
I 
II 
II 
I 
__l__==================== 
ij 
===~ ~~~===·c==--=c==c=co==-=r=--=-= 
CHAPTEJ. II 
This Ch&.pteP will endeavc1~. to cover all research pertinent 
Jto this study. Prevlous res earcb on ce lJ nquenc~,.. t1:: s t.s will be 
covered 2.s well as all pBper and pencil personaljty tests re-
II 
II I' 
,I 
li I 
j: 
,I 
I! II il 
I! 
1: 
II 
Two st.uclies YJJ.ll t.f'l oi.scussecl in II 
r1ore cehdl, ··.wre e;:lphasis put on the](l_ beca use or t~Jeir mare II 
li recent publicat~on. Previous research reported on the tv·io 
instruments us ad. :.n this Study, the K-:!J Scale and the Res tolJ. 
Jrnventory will also be in.cluded .• 
?~~Ji,lJJ0:·~3 :-{-~~s~;.~L\.~.~tCI~ C·l·T DELI!~:-:~DE:TCY T'~_;ST,S j 
E·ehavior Cards. The only test which }1as be8':1 constructed 11
1
-
1, 
exclusively foj: a clelinque:::-1cy test is called The Stod0ill II 
3ehavj_or Cards.. ~-:al)-::1 Stoc:C~ill reported the tot2l scores a~l thej' 
Test \':ere found to CLifferentiate between two crou:;s i.e.' C..e- I 
linquant boys and t e control grou;o.l/ The test is a low ;n·essu lie 
"test-interview" cons5~stinc of one hunG.-red and fift~r cards des- 11 
I 
cribing specific behaviors. If the ans~er j_s "Yes" tbB card soa 
in one box--if "No" t~e other box. If further refj_ne0 the Tsst 
1/Ealph U. 
Journal of 
Stod:::;ill, "ATest Interview for' Delinq_,le~'lt :nllcren, n 
Ap_:·lied Psvcbolo~:v, (June, 1940), 2"-"r.: 325-33. 
-6-
rr 11 
i,il Ill 
I I ~0 ~~~C~,4~ , , ' "COCO~~-~-~ CC'CC~~co--~~~ 
If L 0 - '"'t " " gt - d b L - - '1./ t d. ,I 
I 
ua.a.en v ·ua.y. .r.. ~ ua.y was ma e y uo.aenat o ··.1scover a 11 
1
meathod of predict.) ng juvenile delinquency from school records. [
1 
He felt that forcasting was feasible within certain li~its even ~~~ 
though hu..'11an behavj_or is modifiable. He used such criteria a s I 
/1(1) elements of the environ::nent such as livin.:; in a delinquent 
larea, (2) I~ below ninety on the Otis Group Test, {3) terms 
rrepea ted in school, (4) truancy, (5) tardiness, and (6) inter- :i I! 
:I ' His conclusions were that this i' mediate position in siblin~s. 
:r 
meathoti requires time and skill- yet not enough to make it 11 
impractical. However, he felt the procedure mic~ht be of greater II 
value if used in conjuction with other predictive techniques. 
Glueck Study. In the most recent Glue.cks' Study (which is 
II 
.I 
!! 
II 
'I 
II 
II discussed furt~:1er on in this chapter) Prediction Tables were set li 
~~~~ up on the basis of the Gluecks' research. These Prediction 
Tables, if valid, would greatly aid in ]ointinc out the 
deli.nquent child. However, more work needs to te done in 
further s tudy before the ~ables can be widely 
II 
'I II 
!I 
ij 
i; 
il 
1: ,, 
ii 
1
1,11 
Pa.t;er and pencil )ersonali t:r tests ( ra tin:_;s ana. c:_ues tion-
naires) fH'e of questionable value. M:errill sa~rs: (I 
!I 
11 0ne of the wavs of diagnosinf" ;Jersonalitv is to a:n.ll'TII' 
! lJersonal:i. ty tests •• :. Paper and pen~ii tests &re hard to-... " 1 
II interpret because the answers to quest:i.ons a~ o1.1t oneself an4 
11 self-ratin._.s are so a,pt to be distorted ty the very effect- I! 
1! ive factors, attitudes, and defense mechanis:·!lS that we a1•e il 
1
1
1 atte~nptinc to evaluate. 'Thus tests, t.l1e:nselves, as fact- I' 
ii flndine; devices are of uncertain worth. The chi.ld ·wants to 
1
1
1 
1!,/ t;ive a rood Limression, but even if he does .·· ive the ::ces,- ~ 
oonse that he ;enuinelv telieves to :-_-e true ~\.out >l :1self ii 
..._ •._) V I 
11 thB t tell ef is i::1 ~)a:c·'c oet:.::rrninect ~"Y wlm t he wants to 1:e- :1,!.2! !I lieve B{'ort h'~rnself" coq v·ql, as b·:.r t'-:c.:. '"101'•18 ,.,·,"' .,, . .,, ('.1 1 ll"'1"8 11 
- .... ..L ---- - o.'- v....., __ J_ - ·· v ·~-'C' .t. ·- ...,._,_ -..~ ~- - ............. t.-U. • !1 
1
: :: 
! : 
III/Jalle ce LuClden, n Ant:i. ci_pa tins Cases of Juvenile ::..elinquency," il 
1
1 
School and Society, U'ebruary, 1944) 1 59: 120-26.. :1 
l
i i' 
.ly::Iaud :vierrill, Problems of Child ::Jelinquency, Eou:_hto:n- ifflin iJ 
~~ _ II Co.npany, iOo s ton, 194 7, Dl' ·~ 25-6. -i 
II 
I 
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,! 
i!rhese tests do reveal, at times, unsuspected areas of tensions. However, 
'I \as tools for clinicians, personality tests have little to offer toward 
~ ~-nderstanding the delinquent. -~Jhile the reliabilUies have been notoriously 
, 
1 1r 1/ lh -I, igh, they do not always measure what they purport to measure. There is a 
I 
!general over-estimation of self-halo effect Ylhen nomal persons take person-
lhlity questionnaires. However, personality testing is still youne and as it 
~comes more refined it may throw much light on our understanding of human 
,I 
lhature. 
The following is a resume of the research on existing personality tests 
il 
~ 1 
~sed with delinquents. 
\! ~AdJustment Inventor<:• Bell Adjustment Invert;acy -.us used in a 
!~tudy by Bartlett and Harris on a group of one hundred ani nineteen lmown 
I' . 
el:mquent boys from the Indiana Boys' School and one hundred and forty-eight 
rade and hieh school boys. There Ylas no significant difference reported 
tween the two groups on its general social adjustment scale but "marked y 
did appear in the degree of emotional adjustment •" fifferences 
li 
!j Y.~ittman and Huffman also used t:te Bell Inventozy with a group of teen-
ked delinqumts and a group of normal high school students. They found, 
'I I' 
·. ,I ~espite some rather marked differerees on home adjustment and emotional adjustll..
1
1 
~~ 3 I ~nt, "none of these differences are statistically significant." / ·. 
:1 - I 
li II 
'I 
,i 
is, "The Validity of Personality Questionnaires," ~· Eulletin,il 
1946), 43: 385-6 II 
'I 
Edward R. Bartlett and Dale B. Harris, "Personality .Factors in Delinquency,"'i 
• Q1.ld. ~., (11ay, 1936), 43: 654. 
/1W:ry P. Wittman ani A. V. Huffman, 11A Comparitive Stu:iy of Development, 
djustment and Personality Characteristics of Psychotic, Psychoneurotic, . 
linquent and N~:r:nally Adjusted Teen-Aged Youths, 11 Jour. o.f Genetic Wchol,l! 
June, 1945), 66. 178-9. ii 
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I 
iii 
r 
'I 
II II 
I II 
II 1: 
I 119 o~~~--r;here was a wide range of scores for ~:c~~c ~;;,:;-~ -;-r~o~-.x:~~~~~~ r~~ ~ 
Ito very poor adjustment in most categories which produced a larg~J 
I II 
r: 
standard deviation. They reported overlap-uinr: between the ::;-rouosi. ("\ ~ ~ '-' .. I 
Zakolski!/ also used the Bell Inventory in his study of peri 
[i 
sonali ty structure .'Jf delinquent boys and found only the health li 
II 
adjustment score of the Bell to differentiate between the .s;roups ~I 
, I! 
I 
Therefore, on the basis of these studies, the .Cell Inventorji 
!I 
l:was not found to show statistically sie;nificant differences be- 1! 
tween delinquents and non-delinquents. There was disagreement I 
:' 
in the three studies cited as to whether the home adjustment, jl 
!I 
emotional, and health adjustment parts of the Bell differentiate1. 
The Bernrt9Uter Scale. The Bernreuter ( :s1-x) Scale was used II 
as one of a ba ttery of twenty-four tests by Casselberry on two ii 
ii 
' groups, delinquents and non-delinquents and it 6.id not show 
significant differences in any of the scores.5/ 
'I 
il 
ii 
I! 
I' 
Horsch ancl Davis found that the B1 -N Score did differentiat~ ~ 
reliably betweon normal hie;b school students and delinquents in 
ste.te industrial school. However, it did not dtfferentiate stat 
I reformatory inr:1a.tes fr·om collet;;e students of equivalent ae;es .'§.! I 
r! 
II 
1[ 
lr 1 Zakolski also found that the B1-N score did differentiate 
11 in his study. 4/ 
i 
IJF. C. 
Tnia rch 
Zakolski, "Studies in Delinquency," Pedago_g. Sem., 
1949), 74: 109-117. 
II 
'I 
II 
II 
II 
It il 
1 
_g/iiv'illiam s. Cassel be1•ry, 11 Analysis and Predic ticn cf Lelinquencf~ 
liJ· Juvenile~., (January, 1932), 16:1-31. 11 
ilyAlfred c. Horsch, and l1obert A. Davis, "Pe-rsonality Traits and~ 
!I Conduct of Insti tutionallzed Tielinquents~ J. Crim. Law, 29:241-4
1 
114/ZaD:olski, OlJ. cit. ~ i 
.. . • . II 
11 1
1 
,1 ~1 
II 
II 
il 
i! 
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!I Therefore, on this bas is, the B1-N score of the Bernreuter did li 
. il 
lfnerentiate in two of the three studies cited, i] 
f' !i Adolescent Adjustment Inventory. This Inventory (Cowas), a self-marld.ng il 
i ' 
personality questionnaire comprised of nine categories, did not yield static-
1
1 
I ', 
~ically significant differences in any of the nine topics as reported by 
!' y !~akolski. 
II 
11 Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Hati,ng Schedules. These Rating 
I 
rhedules 1rere used in the Cambridce-50IIerville Youth Study by the teachers 
~f ~he children used in this study. The conslusions drawn were that "as a e~ce solely for correctly spotting the pre-delinquents its predictive value I y 
s not high. 11 It did differentiate by its scores those boys who became most 
elinquent and/or committed from those who were least delinquent and not 
I 
1 
ommitted. 
3 '>; 
Merrill commented on this Rating Scale pointing out these difficulties:..J1: 
1. Being sure tln t the Scale measures what it purports to measure, 
e.g. validity. 
2. Tendency of rates to be influenced in rating one tra.:i t by the way he 
has rated previous traits. 
3. Easier to rate certain personality traits (aggressive behavior) than 
. I 
I' 
it is to rate sensitivity, tendency to worry etc • 
tibid. 
!/Edwin Powers, ani Helen -aitmer, 
fniversity Press, New Yori:, 1951, 
I' 
,JV'.Merrill, .9..E. ~. p. 26. 
Prevention of Delinquency, Columbia 
P• 291. 
,I 
I 
il 
41= 
I! 
\\ 
II 
I' 
,I p 
:I 
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r: 
IIShe feels that the rater must be well enough acquainted with the child he 
ilis rating to enable him to judge his subject by comparing h:L.11 -.vi th. children 
li 
llhis own a.ge on thirty-five different intellectual, physical, social and 
:! 
i 
:!emotional traits. 
i' 
I' 
.I :i 
Therefore, there seems to be no evideme that the Ha.ggerty-Olson-l'iiclana.n ~~ i: 
iiRating Scale is a valid instruroont to be used in delinquency studies. 
I Maller Character Sketches. The Maller Character Sketches, Parts I and rt 
![were used by Daniel and they gave the greatest differentiation between negro 
II ]/ 
\\delinquent and non-delinquent boys of the three tests used in his study. 
d 
:1 Boynton and 11alsworth in a study of delinquent ani non-delinquent girls 
llround a di.fference on the scores of the Maller questionnaire rut it was nat; 
j: y 
!statistically significant. 
I 
I The Maller Character Sketches, therefore, seem of dubious value as 
!rported by these two studies. 
Minnesota Mu:l;_tiphasic Personality Inventory. Capwell reported that the 
esota Multiphasic Personality Inventory which sm used with delinquent 
I 
and non-delinquent girls significantly differentiated on all scales but the 
3/ 
I steria Scale. It particularly differentiated on the Psychopathic Scnle.-
1 Yihite House Scale. Cavan reported that the '•'illite House Scale (a brief 
'I 
!questionnair of twenty-four questions selected from the Mathews, Cody and 
~ i 
jplanson revisions of the Woodvrorth Personal Data Sheet) differentiated 
[t 
,I 
obert P. Daniel, "Personality Differemes Bet·IVeen Delinquent ond Non-
linquent Negro Boys," J. Negro Ed (October, 1932, 1: 381-7 
Paul L. Boynton, and Barrier M. Walworth, 11En.otionality Test Scores oi' 
and Non-Delinquent Girls," J. Ab and Soc. Psychol, (1927), 
II q 
d 
II ,. 
il 
I' 
,I 
i 
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1 ~ clearly between a group of adolescerii delinquents and non-delinqu.J/nts. S!e 
!! also confirmed the adaptability of the Scale for use with g:irls.-
!j y 
II Personal Index. U>ofbourow and Keys selected a battery of tests 
1
1 used in the selection of delinquents and studied the significance of this 
'I 
1
jbattery. They found the (l) false vocabulary test; (2) a social attitude 
I' 
lltest; and (3) an adjustment questionnair to be most valuable. The revised 
1: 
II 
I! battery sho·ned highly significant differences between delinquents and non-
i; 
!!delinquents. The resulting test, the Personal Index, is a group test Vlhich 
II j[may be used for the detection of attitudes indicative of problem behavior. 
il Pressey Interest Attitude Tests. These tests were used in several 
IJ 
II 
i[ studies. Bridges am Bridges found that delirxluents showed more worries 
i ~ 
ill than nonnal boys according to tl:e results from this test. 
', '! 
11 Courthial also used the Pressey Tests w±th delinquent and non-delinquentll 
ij ' 
II girls Tdth the results showing that the del:i.JJJ.uent girls found fewer things 
wrong but had a wider range of interests to which were conducive to unrest 
4/ 
and instability than the non-delirG,uent group.-
I 
I !?Ruth s. Cavan, 11The Murray Psychoneurotic Inventory and The White House 
I Conference Inventory," J. Juvenile Res~ (January, 1934), 18: 23-7 
ii2/Graham c. I.oofbourow, and r~oel Keys, 11A group Test of Problem Behavior 
l
1
"Tendencies in Junior High School Boys," J. Ed. Psychol (December, 1933) 
it24: 641-53. 
I 
i J/James u. Bridges and K. M. B. Bridges, "Psychological Study of Juvenile 
1 Delinquency by Group Methods, "Genetic Psychology Monographs, 
1 (September, 1926), 1: 413-56 
I 1!/Andree Courthial, "Emotional Differences of Delinquents and Non-Delinquent ' 
!J Girls of Normal Irrt.elligence," Archives of PsJ;:holog, No. 133, 1931. 
!I 
II 
i/ 
II 
i' 
i 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
i! 
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il ::1 
1: Durea, in two studies, found that the Pressey tests do show a 
11 2/ 
i!
1 
difference. In one stlrly,- he administered the test to three hundred and 
II 
'! sixteen delinquent boys. The most seriously delinquent boys showed less 
expressed sensitiveness to anger and fear states, more blameworthy circum-
stances and more anxiety states. 
Durea and.Assum administered the Pressey tests to delinquent and non-
delinquent girls. Twenty-nine items were found to differentiate the groups. 
!The mean total scores on the differential items were significant. There 
I ;/ 
![was some overlapping however. 
I Odoroff and Harris used The Pressey Tests on (1) a group of boys in a 
I 
1 training school, (2) boys in a high school in a delinquency area, and (3) an 
unselected group of boys. The study indicated that the delinquent boys' 
:t I[ 
,, 
1,[ 
il 
1: 
·; 
I! 
lj 
II 
I il scores were more like the scores of the non-delinquent boys who came from 1: 
like social background than delinquents are like unselected boys in general.' 1 ~ 
5/ ~ 
- I· Capwell found these tests did not differentiate between delinquent and:: 
j
1
non-delinquent girls. . 
~rvin A, IliiTea, "Personality Characteristics of Juvenile Delinquents !", 
!!Child Developnent (1937), 8: 115-28. 
1: 
1
\2/Mervin A. Durea, "Personality Characteristics of Juvenile Offenders in 
,!!felation to Degree of .Delinquency," Pedagog. Sem, (June, 1938), 52: 269-83. 
i 
:[)/Mervin A. Dw:-ea, and A. L. AsS'UJ.ll, 11The Reliability of Personality Traits 
!Differentiating Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Girls, 11 !..:_ Genetic .Fsychol, 
li(June, 1948), 72: 307-11. 
~~~ i.Vlaurice E. Odoroff, and Dale B. Harris, 11A Sttrly of the L"lterest-Attitude 
j est Scores oi' Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys, 11 J. Ed. Psychol, 
1 (January, 1942), 33 : l3-24. 
i: 
II 
1 Vca,rwell, ~· ~· 
I 
ii 
I ~~14 
,i 
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II 
1! The Pressey Interest-Attitude Tests, tmn, seems to differentiate fairl:'t 
II! ·,1 II 
well delinquent boys from non-delinquent boys as here reported. •rwo studies 1: 
i' 
'I 
disagree as to whether it differentiates between delinquent and non-delinquerl,t 
girls. 
Rogers Test of Personality M.justment. 
I' 
'I 
Y:i 
This test was used by Babcock ': 
on delinquent and non-delinquent boys ani no sienificant difference 1vas fou..."l~· y I 
In the Boynton and Walworth study, the Rogers test was one of several :
1
!, 
I' 
personality tests used and was found to differentiate between delinquent and )[ 
non-delinquent girlS. 
Merrill offers a criticism of this test. She feels that the child may \i 
have difficulty in understanding instructions and that it is a difficult 
test to score. She describes the test as an "attempt to eauge adjustment 
II 
'I t, 
il 
'I 
I, 
obvious to the child II 
1: 
ind:irectly, in that the purpose of the qrestions is not 
Jl I! 
subject." 'I li 
I 
On the basis of the two studies cited here, it seems that this test may II 
I! 
'·be able to differentiate but perhaps is not the best one available. I' 
I Sweet Personal Attitude 1'est. Another test which has been used in I! 
II !.1 ~!the Sweet Personal Attitude Test. It is a self-rating device viith three 
11 \t 
:!ratings; i.e. (1) hcrrf I feel, (2) how most boys feel, and (3) hcn.v ! think II 
li ii 
;I I ought to feel. Therefore it yields the Self-Ordinary-Ideal ratings. I! 
.I 1: 
1
1
1
,1/1!arjorie E. Babcock, 11A Comparison of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys \: 
lby Objective Measures of Personality, 11 Columbia University .Press, N. Y., 1932~ 
I li 
I ,I 
!:~Boynton and Walworth, .2.E• ~· il 
'r3 Merrill, em. cit. P. 29. ,I 
..::..;::,_ 11 
I II 
I ,, 
1
1 il 
· II ~ .~~C'C - c ~- C I c n •• •. 
II 
)! ~ 
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!f 1/ 
i~ccording to Uerrill,- this test did not serve to differentiate between 
!!delinquents and non-delinquents nor were the scores meaningful for person-
11 I! • ~ • wu~ty eva.L uat~on. 
'!' 2/ 
I Babcock- found no significant differences between the means of 
II 
11delinquent and non-delinquent boys in any of the seven categories of the test 
!I 3/ 
lj Daniel,- in his study with negro delinqJ.ent and non-delinquent boys 
!;round there was a reliable difference betvreen the two groups. 
' Thurstone's Attitude Scales. The Scales on Law, God, and the Church 
I !were used by Middleton and Yfright in a stu d;y with ninth and tenth crade 
~~delinquent and non-delinquent children. Statistical differences showed 
I 
·that (1) delinquent girls had more favorable attitudes than non-delinquent 
girls toward Law, God and Church, (2) delinquent girls had more favorable 
II attitudes toward God and Church than delinquent boys and (3) non-delinquent 
I boys had more favorable at·!;itudes to·ward God tban non-delinquent girls.!:±/ 
i 
Ji In anotller study, LJiddleton and fay used the 'rhurstone Scales on 
~~Sunday observance, The Bible, and war with a group of delinquent and non-
lldelinquent girls. Surprisingly, the delinquents showed measured attitudes 
ilmore favorable to Sunday observance and tl"e Bible. There was no significant 
il 21 
jl difference shoYlll on Vfar. 
:I ,, 
li 
' IJIJf~ill, ~· ~., P• 156. 
11/Babcock, ~· ~., p. 46. 
j.J/Daniel, ~· ~· 
! ,W\'larren c. I.Iiddl~lton and R. R. ·i"iright, 11A Comparison of a. Group of Nineth 
1
,1
1 
and Tenth Grade Delinquent and Non-delinquent Boys and Girls on Certain 
, Attitude Scales, 11 Pedagog Sem, (1941) 58: 139-50. 
il 
!15/Narren c. 11idd.leton and Paul J. Fay, 11Attitudes of Delinquent a.rrl Non-
li'delinquent Girls Toward Sunday Observance, The Bible and ·,~·ar, 11 
·J. Ed. Psychol (1941), 32: .5.55-8. 
/I 
II ]i 
,, 
:, h6 
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i 
!f Social Adjustment Inven~o_:tZ• The Washburne Social Adjustment Inventor'~.{ rl 
II - , I :j 
i! differentiated in tvm-scparate studies. The author.=! gave it to a group of ~~ 
[lnormal high school children and a group of prisoners of the same age ra..11ge. !I 
He found a highly significant difference between the results for these two 
groups. y 
Capwell also reported that the Washburne Inventory discriminated the 
I 
II delinqoont from the non-delinquent in the degree of personality adjustment. 
:1 3/ 
:I Zakolski- found that only the social adjustment score of the Inventozy 
I 
( descriminated. 
il Personal Data Sheet. The Woodworth-Mathews Personal Data Sheet is 
;r --
,:perhaps the most widly reported personality test usecl w.ith delinquents. 
II Revised :in 1917 for use with the United States Army there have been several 
II revisions. 
~~ Bridges and Bridges used the Mathews '<IE>stionnaire with a group of 
lj 
I, 
,! 
'I 
il 
II 
11 delinquent boys in a Canadian Training School and found twenty-one 
!1 symptomatic responses as compared with nine for an unselected group. !larked !j 
l
'lconflict with home and school was Shollll as well as a marked tendency to ~~i 
! w : 
,, other boys. :, 
11 il 
,I 
li ,, In another s·t.udy by Bridges with a group of delinquent girls, many 
I 
Jl symptoms of psychopathic a.11d emotionally unstable conditions were noted 
I! 
il-.;-,...,.....;-------r,'T'"'-:";""';"" ijl7John N. Washburne, "A Test of Social Adjustment," J. Ap. Psychol, 
[:"'(April, 193.5), 19: 12.5-44. 
I, 
',,ycapwell, .£2• ~· 
' 
::,Vza.kolski, ..<!.E• .£!i. 
il.~tBridga~J'C~=~t- - --·- ··--=--- __ 
:: -
'' :I I! 
;! 
on !! 
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!! 
if the Mathe'\TS Test. 
!I 
'l'he out-standing cause leading to the y 
li girls was their poor home environment • 
!I 
li 
'I 
! 
Courthial, using the P. D. Sheet, found the delinquent girls to be 
.I strongly emotional, have lack of in.'lribitory forces, more conflicts with the ji 
1i environment, and less well adjusted both socially an:i emotionally than the 
t! 2/ 
li non-delinqwnt girls.-
'1 
I. Daniel found the Woodworth-1Iathews Questionnaire to differentiate 
1: 
I
I between delinquent and non-delinquent negro boys. He also felt that, from 
1 I . 
I' this test, delinquents differed from non-delinquents in What they do am how:: 
I Jl ·, 
I they feel in degree rather than in kind. · 
I ;I Slawson, also using this instrument, found the delinquents to have 
defective emotional make-ups. The delinquent boys, on the whole, were 
~~decidedly inferior in the status of their emo)JnaJ. stabiUi<v as compared 
l
lw.ith a fairly unselected group of normal boys. 
1
1 Bartlett and Harris found statistical.J.y significant differences on the , 
jiP. D. Sheet. Their results indicated greater emotional instability with 
,I 2/ il the delinquent group. 
II 
;' Snyder found that with this questionnaire the delinquents gave only 
! jl 
:[slightly hieher percentages of unfavorable responses than did too normal 
,I 
[l .... y-Jriin_e_s---r.-wr-:--:Bridges, "A Study of a Group of Delinquent Girls, 11 
ilL ®net;bQ Psychol (1927), 34: 187-204. 
'I 
II.Ycourthial ~· ~· 
il 
IIJ./Danie1 ~. 22!. 
•I 
1.1!!/John Slawson, 11 Psychoneurotic Responses of Delinquent Boys," 
!!J• Abn arld Soc Psychol, (1925), 20: 251-81. 
,I 
i!2fBartlett and Harris, EE• ~ • 
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i 
1 
children on whom it was standardized. Tre ref ore, she concluded that it 
:1 "may or mcy not indicate sHghtly greater emotional instability among the 
i! delinquent children _.Y 
'I Casselberry found no significant differences yet felt the delinquents y II 
,'
1 
showed somewhat less emotional stability. 
i: 
\! Ascher and Raven used the ifoodworth-Mathews Questionnaire plus twenty- ';) 
lj lj 
il three of their own questions vdth several hundred delinquents and non- 11 
II :1 
i/ delinquents in Kentucky and founi there was a significant difference in the 1
1
! 
·. Jl II 
II responses of the two groups to only six of the ninety-three questions, :
1 il Therefore, on the basis of this reported data, the iloodworth-.iathews 11 
I Personal Data Sheet appears to have made a fairly good showing in differ- :\ 
I II 
! entiating between delinquents and non-delinquents. li 
I Cushing and Ruch, using the '.'1-oodworth-Cady revision with a group of !I 
1
1
1
ldelinquent and non-delinquent girls in Iowa, found it to be hiehly significa~ 
.i w 1! 
in differentiating powers. i'l 
Social futurity Scale. The Vineland Social Maturity Scale did not 
ltserve to differentiate between delinquents and non-delinquents. Doll in his 
1! 
I[ study wi. th delinqrent b::>ys in New York reported that the conclusions 
3 Eaton J. Asher, and S. Edson Haven, tt'f'.ne Reactions of State Correctional 
School and Public School Boys to the Questions of an Emotional Inve:atory, 11 
(• Juvenile Res, (1930), 14: 96-106. 
'i!W'Hazel M. Cushing and G. M. Ruch, "An Investigation of Character Traits 
l)elinquent Girls," J. Ap Psychol, (February, 1927), 11: 1-7. 
:: 
:: 
" !\ 
!! 
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!]suggested the social competence of the delinquents was striJdnely below that " 
ilof normal non-delinquents, but how much of that difference was due to mental 
li 1/ 
!!retardation could not be ascertained in his study.- Capwell reported that 
! 
ithe results from the Vinelmd Scale showed differences which were more 
,, y 
11related to intelligence than delinquency. 
I 
il 
!I 
(that: 
Swmnaq. Of the research so far reported, a summary would indicate 
l. Personality tests are still in an experimental stage ani there is 
need of further validation of the instruments. 
2. Measurement of personality adjustn~nt is difficult-there are few 
such tests wnich have differentiated betvreen the delinquent a~ 
the non-delinquent. 
3. There is no definite clear separation of traits between the 
delinquent and the non-delinquent-Test results show they differ 
in degree rather than in kind. 
MORE RECENT STUDIES 
'J.I 
Zakolski Stuciz. Zakolsld, whose study has been cited previously 
i!gave a battery of tests to fifty boys in an industrial school (delinquents) 
li 
iJruld fifty boys in a public school (non-delinquents). These groups were 
~~quated for age ani national origin. The mean age for both groups was 15.5 
lrars. The battery of tests numbered fii'teen, among which were the following 
Bell's Adjustment Inventory, Cowan's Adolescert Adjust-
F--.-----""-' Stogdell's Behavior Cards, Beurneuter 1s Inventory and 
and Katr.ryn A. Fitch, nSocial Competence of' Juvenile 
J. ():rim. La:w, (1939), 30: 52-67 
===--~···c_--=.·_c.".=-.=-#-u--· --===--=---=='-
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~~Nashburne 1 s Social Adjustment Inventory. The following tests or parts of 
II 
~~ests did not differentiate in this study: 
,I 
2. Cowan 1 s Invent ary 
i! 1. Bell's Inventory. Nome, Social and Emotional Scores p 
.I 
I 
3. i1ashburne 1s Inventory. Scores of Happi.."less, Sympathy, Purpose, 
Impulse-judgment and Self-control 
found the following to differentiate: 
1. ~-1-J" Score of Beurneuters 
2. Bell's Inventory-Health Adjustment Score only 
). Washburne r s Inventory--Social Adjustment Score only 
4. Stogdill's Behavior Cards 
:I 
!j 
,, 
:I 
ti 
then lists twenty-three ways his study showed that delinquents differ from il 
on-delinquents. They agree, generally, Yd. th the conclusions drawn from the !! 
lj 
search in this area. 
Zakolski concludes: 
"'.i'he delinquent boy is less intelligent, has less of a certain type 
of mechanical or clinical ability, his health adjustment is less good, 
he is less social, less well socially adjusted, his school activities 
are poor, his family relations are less t,'Ood and his community relations 
are poorer. The delinquent boy presents a psychological deficit. He 
is a less adequate personality •••• The delinquent boy has found the 
answer, he has found a mode of reaction v.i.ich solves his problem at 
least temporarily, a behavior pattern which becomes indurated with 
t :ime • 11_!/ 
if Glueck's Study. 
II 
Another study of importance is the most recent volume 
f the 
2/ 
Gluecks, U.nraveliru; Juyeni1e !>elinauency.- This study did not use 
1. 
and pencil personality tests, yet the results ma~e it worth discussing. 
ski;~ • .£!!.•, p. 116. 
!I 
il 
It 
:I =----=--~="=-~-"~lt ~:ve ~::~=d delinquent OOys from the ~an an: ~~=~~~ :h:l:~::e ,~, tl~~"~~~ 
II 
;, 
atched with five hundred non-delinquent boys from the Boston .l:'ublic Schools. 1 
\. controls were (1) age, (2) general intalligence, (3) ethnico-raci.al ,I 
rigin, and (4) residence in underprivilidged neiehborhoods. Every child was 
iven (1) a medinl exa."llination, (2) Intelligence an::i Achievemerrt, tests, and 
3) the Rorschach Test and a Psychiatric Interview. Data was gathered and 
'I 
any tables are included. From this material .Prediction Tables were con-
' ;•.!!' !i 
~.• tructed. 'l'hey included tabJ.es on (1) the critical fa.-11ily sociological 
;I :1 
factors, (2) those distringuishine elenents of character structure as revealed!' 
II ~y the Itorschack Test, and (3) the differentiating personality traits brought I 
1/ ' 
ut by the psychiatric interview.-
It is interesting to note the personality differences bet"l"reen delinquents 
non-delinquents in this study. The delinquents are socially assertive, 
efiant, hostile, more impulsive, vivacious and extroverted. They suffer 
~ss from anxiety and are more independent. They are said to be less 
~equate than the non-delinquents in the deep-rooted emotional dynamics. On 
II ~he other hand they are more dynamic, energet:i_c, more aGc;ressi ve, adventurous 
' y 
fuld impulsive • 
II 
1
1 The Gluecks_ point out that this book represents only the first analysis 
I' ~f this data and that subsequent reflection will probably bring about 
~edification of present conclusions. It seems ques·~ionable whether these 
I! 
diction Tables can be used in all areas and Ydth all ages. Two limintions 
""' G uecks ,-21?_ ;-cit • 
i ~/Gluecks, £2• ~., PP• 251-2. 
""l' 
t
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11 of the study appear to be tre fact tl::nt there was no Epecial consideration 
I 
ltaken of the institutionalized delinquents and one psychiatric interview 
!! 
::hardly is enough to draw so many conclusions. It is, however, another 
'! 
" !\supplementary tool :L"'l a crime prevention program. 
I• 
:I 
PREVIOUS JNVESTIGATION ON THE K-D SCAIE 
1/ 
MacDovrell .~t.udz. A study done in 1947 by MacDowell- was the first 
!!partial validation done on the K-D Proneness Scale. This study used three il ----·+ __ _ 
li 
:ieroups of boys; delinquent, public school, and "high moral11 group. The 
!i 
jjdelinquent boys scored considerab:cy higher on the Scale than did the 11hir;h 
I 
!morale" group and sanewhat higher than the unselected public school boys. 
I Correlations run between Scale Scores and IQ 1s were negative and small. 
I 
j 
I There wa.s a slight trend noticed toward the hig1er the IQ, the less 
ldelinquency~prone and vice versi/ 
\ Donahue Study. This study is a further validation of the K-D Scale. 
I This study used four groups of girls; delinquent, pre-delinquent, public 
I 
i)school and "h~h !lorale". Results shored there was ;uore overlilj)ping between 
ifthe delinquent and the public school girls than the b:>ys, but the similar 
1frelationship existed as to t re delinquents scoring considerably higher than 
I '~he "high moraJ.en group and somewhat higher with the public school group. 
'I 
·I !fAn item Analysis revealed that fifty-four responses to seventy-four multiple 
,, 
\bhoice questions desti!lquised significantly between delinquent and non-
:1 
IKielinqoont girls. Correlations rtll'l between the Scale scores and IQ's were 'i, 
bbez:ts:-llilc"ilowell, A Partial Valuation o£...'!2.-~~tu_te and ~havior Scale, ~~ I ub. Ed. J\f. Thesis, BU. u. Sch. of Ed., }joston, 1947. ti I, 
'I !1 ~/Ma;;y c. ~nahue, Fm:ther Valid~t.ion of the K-D Proneness Sc~e, Unpub. : .. ·1. 
~d. ""-• ThesJ.s, B. U. Sch. of ffi. , Boston, 1949 • i,l 
,I 
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6ma.J.1 and r.eeative. A correlat.ion was also made on scores of the .fersonal ~~dex and Scale scores. The low correlation (-.237) does indicate that the 
!I ~~wo scales are measuring something quite different. 
1\ Paine Stugy. In this study the K-D Scale was aclm.inistered to 746 
I, 
l~tudents in lebanon, Nei'r Ha.'llpshire and Hartford, Vermoht High Schools. 
·~here vras difficulty in obtaining objective criteria on vmich to correlate 
~he test scores. A rough criteria was finally used whereby the students 
~re rated on a five-point scale. 
II 
i'l ,, 
The study reYealed significant age-differences in scores. A fully 
~equate criterion was not available. The ratings smwed positive, but 
I 
· enerally, low correlation with the K-D scores. The correlations were 
1/ 
enerally higher for boys than for girls.-
PREVIOUS JNI.TESTIGATIO!'l ON THE HESTO!J INVEIJTCRY 
Most of the data on the reliability and validity of the Heston 
The studies have been done under the 
supervision as theses at De .Pauvr University. 
Cook st,yz• Only one study has been done with the Heston and 
2 dl 
elinquency. Cook used the Inventory with seventy-three men just being 
!i 
'i 
•I 
I'! 
:I 
!I 
i! 
il 
I II 
' dmitted to the Indiana Reformato:cy at Pendleton. The age distribution of i 
1, II 
~~, Jr,, The Validation of the Kvaraceus _il<!lin<E;enc;r Proneness ,! fc~i~--and Checklist, Unpublished Batcheldor's Thesis, Dartmouth CoJlege, 19)0.
1
1 
I II 
Personal letter from Joseph C. Heston to this author, .March 7, 1952. 'li 
c. Dale Cook, A Comparison of the Personal Adiustment Inventor.v Scores of .! 
riminal and Normal Male Subjects, Unpublished eminar Thesis, [I 
Pauw University, 1948. d 
I 
I! 
I 
II 
'I II 
II 
i' il 
:r 
-lh li 
,, 
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il these mule prisoners approximated that of college men. Cook, wanting to 
:1 ii 
,, !i 
![determine what differences in adjustment the Inventory would reveal, compared)!; 
lithese seventy-three inmates with the sample of eight hundred ani eight-four :' 
li '[ 
I 
'!college freshmen men used in the norm group. 
i! 
The data revealed that in every! 
'I ,, 
I: 
'scale the college men exhibited superior adjustment scores (all critical 
IJ 
Jlratio either reach or approximate significance), He concluded that the 
:i Inventozy could rnake successful group descriminutions betvreen these two ,, 
I 
l!widly divergent samples of men. ', 
:i 1'he second phase of the study, he did not succeed in finding significant!i 
!: II 
!!differentiation between Eeston•s norm group of high school boys and a eroup 11 
II ,1 
II of ninety-eight boys of comparable age at tm Indiana Boys' School at ~~ 
Plainfield, a juvenile correctional institution. 1[ Apparently the differences II 
are less pronounced here than between the older men in college and adult 
criminal groups. 
'I 
II 
~ : 
It ,, 
M.ichaelis and Tyler Sttrl;y. The only published study on the Heston was ii 
- v !. 
one done by Michaelis and Tyler.- They were interested in the diagnostic ani II 
predictive value of the Inventory used in student teaching. Their srunple was\! 
" 
small (only sixty students). They draw the following conclusions: II 
II I 1. The intercorrelations and reliabilities found in this study are verytl 
similar to those reported in the ).J.anual for the Heston Test. il II :I 
!I 
2. The intercorrelations between the subtests appear to be sufficiently!! 
q 
low so that the subtests may be used for diaenostic purposes. i! 
'I II 
i' 
J. "v. Micliae!is and F. T. Tyler, Diagnostic and Prediction Values of the 
, Heston Inventory used in Student Teaching, 11 J. Teach-Ed, (March, 1950), 
ll: 49-3. 
~ ! (I 
I' li 
'1, 
II 
[I 
II 
!i 
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il 
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3. Three of the subtests correlate sicnificantly although low 
with rated practice-teaching success. Probably further 
analysis with larger number of cases will make it possible 
to determine critical scores a~_)ove which the chances of 
practice-teaching successes are high, between which 
chances are small. Iter:1 analysis may also reveal that 
many items have little value in predictin~ teaching 
success. 
i' 
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C!AP!D III 
PROCJ:DUDS AID SWIS!ICAL TECHKIQ,t1.1S 
The previous Chapter ahowed there is still a great deal to be done in 
the field of delinqaency prediction--aDd this ver,y prediction holds the kay 
to helpiZJg children adJust to and 11 ve a normal life. It is hoped that this 
further study in validation of the X-D lropeness Sca1e will help in just 
this way. 
SCOP.Il OJ THE PROBL1114 
The I-D Proaesa Srel! and the Heston Ptrennel .Ad.1ustment Inventoa 
were administered to a group of one hUDdred boys in their Junior year of 
!1. 
II 
il 
high school. The Director of Gaidance in the high school of this borderlne 
city of Metropolitan Boston (population approximately sixty thousand) 
administered both the teats. The group of one hundred boys was divided fift~ 
1: 
fifty, the division beiZJg based on school achievement (school grades) of 
11 these boys and bting made by the Director of Gaidance. The tests were score~~ 
•
1
·[ by this author. .A.a two of the low achievers failed to complete the Hestoo · 
!I . 
l1 Inventory, these cases bad to be dropped. The groups, therefore, were 
1
1 ir 
11 forty-eight in the low achievers and fifty in the high achievers. The total [i, 
lllllllllber of bo;ya used in the atud7 wao niDet;r-eight, 
I DESCRI~ION. OJ THE Scu.E 
I The K-D Proneness Scale coneiats of seventy-five mllltiple choice 
1
1 questiona, each question having four choices. llost of the questions are 
11 based on the significant differences pointed up in previous research on 
~~ ,juvenile delinquency, Several 'neutral" items involvi11g color, food, and 
~ccc·~l~nk preference& were added to the Scale for rapport value. 
~ -26-
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\I 
• 
The author of the Scale states: 
11 The Scale has been developed to help all those who shoulder a 
major responsibility for the sholesome growth of children and youth 
in spotting children with whom effective preventitive work can be 
carried on. School teachers, guidance counselors, psychologists, 
visiting teachers, probation officers, Youth Authority Boards, social 
workers, settlement house workers, recreational directors, the clergy 
and others who deal daily with the problems of child growth and ievelop-
ment should find this Scale a valua:ble supplement in identyfying those 
children who are especially vulnerable to the development of delinquent 
patterns of behavior.• lf 
The Scale author also points out that: 
"Care should be taken to avoid typing children as pre-delinquent 
on the basis of the scale above. The Scale score, like any other test 
score, should be interpreted against the background of all other 
information as to the personality structure and environment of the 
individual." V 
DIBECTIONS Oli TBll SCALI 
The scale may be administered to a group on an individual. It can be 
sed with pupils in grades six through twelve. There is no set time limit 
Dd ordinarily it takes fifteen to twenty-five mizmtes to complete. The 
jFme H Proneness Scale is used so that pupils will not recognize its 
!purpose, and heavy emphasis is placed on the fact that there are no right 
ljOR WRONG ANSWERS. The directions on the booklet state: 
II 
i! II il "The qnestions in this booklet ask how you feel about certain thing~r 
This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. Read each · 
I 
question and the four answers that follow it. Select the answer that 
best desci~es how you really feel about the questions. Do not skip any 
questions. Answer every question as you come to it. Remember, there 
are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer that best 
tells how you feel about the question." 
II ~~~--::--:::---!: i/William c. Kvaraceus, l.fangal of Direction• for K-D Prounesp Scale, 
" World Book Compa.ny, Yonkers-on-Hudson, lew York, 195 0, p. ?.. 
1',\ "J5 
11 Q/Xvaraceus, Jm•..sc11•, P• 6. 
;I 
\\ 
-----·--- ----"*-=-,---
SCORING TECHNIQ.UE 
Separate scoring keys for boys and girls are provided with the Scale. 
scoring key is imposed over the answer sheet. The answers are scored 
tleither plus, minus, or zero. To obtain the total score the positive and 
il 
lr 
ir negative responses are added. The result is either a positive or negative 
ii 
1 figure. 
II ~~~~- There are no "norms" provided as they really are not needed. 
11 Those children who attain high positive scores (f3 or above for 
1 boys, /-6 or above for girls) are indicating, by their responses to the 
I Scale items, attitudes and opinions that closely resemble those of 
II' 
delinquent groups, those subjects who obtain relatively low negative 
scores (-1 0 or below for b07s, 0 or below for girls) are respopc\ing 1 n 
a manner similar to what we have termed 1 high morale" groups.•!/ 
II 
li 
;I 
i_ 
!I 
DESCRIHIOli Of TD IIVDTORY 
The Heston Peraonal Adjust!ent IpveptorJ is a personality questionnaire 
iJand is "offered as an obJective means of getting at six basic components of 
'i a.u individual's adJustment.•if It is uauable with students from high scb>ol 
i iand college groups. 
11 !he JJW~ntorx 18 made up of a lio\ of two hundred alld seventy questions 
II to which \he tester IID8wers 'Yea• or 'll'o1 , !here are aix traits 1D8a&ured. 
I/ !here are: 
.A.- Analytical Thinking 
S- Sociability 
1- !motional Stability 
.J,/Kvaraceus , Mazmal for Scale, .sm• ill.• , P• 6 • 
a/Joseph c. Keaton, Manual for Personal .Adjustment Inventory, World Book 
OO\ll.1IUJ, loaera-on-lludaon, 1949, P• 1. 
\\ 
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I 
C- Confidence 
P- Personal I{elations 
H- IIome Satisfaction 
Interpretation of these six traits will be included in Chapter N. 
D~CTIOl!3 OH THE II.fVE!·JTOR.Y 
The Inverrto.:..l may be used with high school fresbnen through mature 
'~dults. The point is emphasized in this questionnaire, as in the Scale, 
i~hat there are no rieht or wrong answers. 
·' 
It is a group test and eenera ly 
itakes forty to fii'ty minutes to complete a.lthoueh there is no set time li-mit. 
1: 
The examiner reads the following as an introduction: 
11This questionnaire is not like the ordinary test in which you are 
asked to show what you lmow. Vie are interested in how you feel about 
many questions in every day life." 
The front pag<:l of the test booklet states the following: 
"There are no right or wrong answers to the questions on the 
following pages; each person differs in the w~ he feels about them. 
·xe are attempting to study certain aspects of person<llity that are 
mportant factors in one's adjustment to life, school, or work in 
general. You can help by answering each question thoughtfully and 
honestly •••• Think carefully, but do not spend too much time on any one 
question. lot your o1m personal experience or opi.11.ion guide you and 
record the way you feel about each question." 
SCORllW TECHNIQUE 
The Inventory may be either machine or hand scored. Keys are provided 
tests. The answer to any one item is scored as one point on its 
propriate scale if it agrees with the answer ( 11Yes 11 or "No") descriptive 
If there are more than twenty omitted items, ~r that scales chara. cteristics./ The Test should be retak~n or.discarded as 
~t -.:>uld automatically lower the scores and therefore be mval~dated. 
i: 
II After obtaining the raw scores for each of the six subtests they are then, 
converted into precentiles from the tables of Percerrtile Norms eiven in the 
llanual• There iS also a Profile Chart 1'lith each test booklet where the raw 
----"~=~7----~---- -===-=-cc===-~c-=c_o==-~-==~~=--=-=o==----=~0 -=-= 
~~cores a.nd percentiles may be recorded and tm percentiles for the six 
!I 
" lsubtests thnn plotted on this Profile, thereby providing a good graphic 
I. 
:: 
(~ascription of tile individual. There is no total score. 
II 
il I! STATL')TICAL TECIDHQUES 
The data was analyzed to obta:L"l means and standard deviations of the tvro 
igroups and the total group. Frequency destributions v-rere made of the tv.o 
!groups on the Scale and the Invento::cy • The Pearson Froduct 1.Ioment Coefficient 
., 
[~f Correlation 1vas used to compute the correlations on the K-D Scale with each 
:I 
ipf the six Heston subtests and also to compute intercorrelations on the 
II 
reston. subt.e st s' there by runni'lg a total of t""st y--one correlations. other 
~omparJ.sons were drawn and ·will be discussed at length in Chapter I:V • 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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CHAPTER N 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to further validate the K-D Proneness 
'1 ~cale by administering it along ·with the Heston PersonalitY: AdJustment ,, 
,I 
'f1Inventory and to see what correlations, if any, occured. 
I' I !I 
:I 
', 
The data was analyzed to determine: 
1. The difference, if any, between the mean scores of the low and 
;i 
~~~ high ach:i.evers on the Scale and the Inventory 
11 2. The frequency distributions of the two eroups on the Scale and 
I 
Inventory 
II 
11 3. What comparisons can be made usi..'lg deciles with the nom group arrl 
lr 
:I \, the sample reported in the llanual 
\I 4. Correlations between the K-D Scale and the sex subtests of the Heston, 
\! 
ii 5 11 • The comparison of inter trait correlations on this group and srunple 
i\ 
1! reported by the author of the Inventory 
6. The comparison of the boys most delinquent-prone and least 
delinquent-prone as to personality traits measured by the rkston. 
I! A summarization of the data will be presented in the tables of this 
tapter. 
\1 In the analysis of this data, the lDw refers to the criterion group of 
t. rty-eight cases who were judged low achievers m school. e criterion group of fifty judged to be high achievers • The Hieh refers to 
;i 
For statistical reasons, the 0 on the K-D Proneness Scale became 50, 
;I 
tlneTebf eleminating the negatives. Therefore, a scare of 53 or above would 
indicate proneness on this Scale and 40 or below would indicate no deliquency •--ic 
-31-
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I' 
liTable 1. 
rj 
I! 
li 
]i 
There 
Mean and Standard Deviation for the Criteria and Total Groups on 
the K-D Proneness Scale 
Group Number Mean SE"' S.D. SEr 
lew 48 41.44 1.09 7 .5'2 •78 
High 50 35.02 .94 6.56 .66 
Total 98 "j7.~o .84 8.29 .~9 
does appenr to be some difference in the means of the criteria 
I 32 
I' 
I . 
i~roups, thereby differentiating the low achievers from the high in regards to: 
II 
:the K-D Scale. The difference is not great, however, as woo.ld be expected 
!! 
:using such criteria groups. 
I, 
Jable 2. 
1: ,, 
Mean and Standard Deviation for the Criteria and total Groups on 
on the Heston A (Analytical Thinking) 
Group Number 
IDw 48 
High 5o 
Total 98 
il 
Mean 
15.76 
19.18 
17.52 .62 
SD 
4.88 
6.67 
6.12 
.50 
.67 
.44 
\\
1 
This table shows difference in means between the two groups as Y«> uld be 
~xpected. The author of the Inventory comments that this Scale, Analytical 
•. 
ri.nking is ~ synonymous with intelligence. 
"A person high on this scale lilces to be intellectually independent,.· 
thinks £or himself, analyzes and theorizes a great deal, enjoys solving ' 
problems, likes carefully planned and detailed work, is persistent at 
tasks and is serious. Low scores suggest an uncritical acceptance of 
others' ideas, a willingness to avoid planning and thinking, and a 
- - y 
dislike for creative or intellectual activities." 
H 
li d 
Therefore, the hic;her achieving group would be expected to rat.e higher 
~n this trait than \VOuld the lower achieving. 
I 
',' 
~able 3. Mean and Standard Deviations for the Criteria and Total Groups on 
'' the Heston S (Sociability) 
li 
"High degrees of this test indicate extroversion in the social 
sense. A person with a high 'S' score is more interested in people than 
in things, he makes friends easily, converses readily and freely, feels 
he is a 'lively' individual, enjoys social mixing, and frequently takes 
the lead in social participation. The low person is self-conscious, shy 
and social.ly timid, has only a limited number of friends, and seeks the 
background on social occasions. He is the 'introvert 1 who is lacking in 
social skills and/or inclmations."Y 
:fneston's Manual, p. 14-5. 
t.Heston's Manual, P• 15. 
I! 
ii 
+-
,:Table 4. :Mean and Standard Deviation for the Criteria and 1'otal Groups 
on the Heston E (Emotional Stability) 
Group 
low 
High 
Total 
Number 
48 
5o 
98 
Mean 
27.62 
28.96 
28.33 
SE.._. SD SEr 
-----·----~....._. 
1.24 8.51 .88 
.90 6.31 .64 
·19 7.78 .56 
Table 4 shows a very slight difference in the meon score of these two 
[froups, with the High group slightly higher. Heston's interpretation of this 
i~cale, Emotional Stability, is as follows: 
'.I 
ii "High scores here typify persons who can remain in stable and 
i\ uniform spirits, are not subject to apprehensive fears or worries, are 
ij not easily upset or frustrated, can relaz: a.'"l.d avoid tension, and see life 
li 
li 
I! I 
I': 
'i 
in reality rather than through day dreams and uneasy retrospection. 
People low on •E• are easily disrupted by minor crises, are readily 
embarrassed, often feel tired and listless, are impulsive and jittery, 
frequently feel thwarted and suffer often from tension, worry, and , 
uneasiness. Extremely low scores may indicate the traditional 1 neurotic•~•y 
~able 5. Mean and Standard Deviation far the Criteria and Total Groups on 
the Heston C (Confidence) 
Group 
Iov1 
High 
'rotal 
~eston•s Manual, 
Number 
48 
50 
98 
P• 15. 
Mean 
19.70 
22.54 
21.18 
SEW\ 
1.03 
.77 
.65 
SD 
.73 
.55 
6.44 .46 
b5 
--:=~cc:=..-==-'-"==--"-=-=·=--=-==-='=lj===-=~===7= 
Table 5 shows a slieht difference in the meD.Il scores of the two groups 
~ favor of the nigh group. Interpretation for this scale, Confidence, is 
'I l. f ll !P~ven as o ows: 
" 
"Persons scoring high on 'C' make descisions readily, feel sure of 
the value of their own judgment, adjust easily to new or difficult 
situations, feel they enjoy the approval and favor of their associates, 
face the present and future optimistically rather than linger regret-
fully over the past, lack inferiority feelings, arrl are not dissatisfied 
with their physique and appearal'lCe. People low on •c• distrust their 
ability, cannot make descisions satisfactorily, and display the tradi-
tional 1 inferiorety complex' •"Y 
table 6. Mean and Standard Deviation for the Criteria md Total Groups on 
the Heston P (Personal I~lations) 
Group 
low 
High 
Total 
Number 
48 
50 
98 
Mean 
20.58 
23.34 
22.05 
SE~ 
.65 
--------·---------
SD 
6.60 
5.81 
SEr 
.68 
.59 
.46 
II 
II Table 6 also shows a slight difference of mean scores in favor of the 
I ~igh group. This scale, :fursonal Relations, is interpreted. 
\1 "High scores on 1 P' indicate two basic attitudes: (1) feeling that 
'[ 
i11 other people are trustworthy and congenial and (2) ability to refrain 
'[ from annoyance and irritation at others' behavior. Thus one who is high , 
i; on 'P' does not feel slighted by others, does not feel they misunderstand!: 
1l
1 
h:im. or cast him in an inferior role, is not too critical of others, does '' 
!,;, not lose patience readily, and is not angered too frequently or too 
· easily. He can see things fairly and impersonally. Persons low in th:is 
scale are touchy, suspicious, and easily irked by other people. A very 
I 
:': " 
~ /Heston Is Mail lUll, p. 16. 
II 
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i, 
il loTf score might be partially indicative of 'paranoid' trends. Caution 
l
i is needed in the interpret at ion of an individual 1 s 'pr score because 
i it has the lowest reliability ( .80) of any of the six scales."l' 
i/ ~ 
';i 
!f. able 7. 1lean and Standard. Deviation for the Criteria and Total Groups on 
. the Heston H (Home Satisfactions) 
Group 
low 
High 
Total 
Number 
48 
50 
98 
1.Lean 
34.83 
34.83 
1.oo 
1.31 
SD 
9.64 
1.02 
.93 
.69 
Table 7 shows that on this scale, Home Satisfactions, there was no 
ifference in the mean scores. The author states that: 
11 High scores on the 'H' denotes pleasant family relations, an 
appreciation of desirable home conditions, a feeling of mutual under-
standing and respect, freedom from emotion-breeding hone conflicts, 
and a healthy recognition of one • s obligation to home ani f<lmily. At 
the low extreme we find admissions or complaints of such difficulties 
as wishing for a differerrli home, feeling that enjoyrtent can be found 
only away from home, conflicts vrith parerrlis 1 ideas, family not con-
siderate, parents too strict, domineering, or W1sympathetic, or parents 
overly irritated or emotional."Y 
ji 
Summarizing the results, therefore, of the first seven tables vre see that 1:: 
li 
li 
I• 
he High group was consistently slightly higher in the mean scores of all the 1 
ubtests of the Heston with the exception of the 'E' scale. There was no 
djifference in the mean score for the two groups on this scnle. The High 
a slightly lower mean score on the K-D Scale. 
Heston's ~al, P• 16. 
ii 
1 Heston's Manual, p. 17. 
ii group\( 
!: 
,., 
li 
II 
,I 
I' 
'I 
II I, 
II 
Test 
K-D 
Heston 
A 
Heston 
s 
Heston 
E 
Heston 
c 
Heston 
p 
Heston 
H 
Mean 
37.90 
17.52 
21.71 
28.33 
21.18 
22.05 
36.51 
SE""' SD 
.84 8.29 
.62 6.12 
.65 6.36 
.79 7.78 
.65 6.44 
.65 6.44 
SEr 
.59 
.44 
.46 
.56 
.46 
.46 
.69 
:1 
il 
:r 
II 
1,) 
This table, in summary, shows the mean and Standard deviation on the !I 
otal group (ninety-eight cases) for both the K-D and the six Heston subtests.ii 
I , 
! The following tables show the frequency d!stributions for the K-D Scale :1 
II I ~d the six Heston Subtests. 'I 
able 9. Frequency Distribution of the Criteria Groups on the K-D 
Proneness Scale 
Intervals lDW Gr. P~eh Gr. 
==+=----- --- --=---=== 
'I 
I ;38 
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i 
~able 9. (concluded) 
intervals low Gr. High Gr. 
51-59 1 
54-56 1 
51-53 3 2 
48-50 3 1 
45-47 5 1 
42-44 5 4 
39-41 15 2 
36-38 3 12 
33-35 7 10 
30-32 1 9 
27-29 3 6 
24-26 2 
21-23 0 
18-20 1 
able 10. Frequency Distribution of the Criteria Group on the Heston A 
- -- ------. .=-=== 
1\ 
Intervals 
34-35 
32-33 
30-31 
28-29 
26-27 
24-25 
22-23 
20-21 
18-19 
16-17 
14-15 
12-13 
10-11 
8-9 
6-7 
Icvr Group 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
4 
1 
5 
11 
7 
7 
0 
2 
Hi:::h Group 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4 
5 
5 
2 
0 
Intervals 
35-36 
33-34 
31-32 
29-30 
27-28 
25-26 
23-24 
21-22 
19-20 
17-18 
15-16 
13-14 
11-12 
9-10 
7-8 
5-6 
Invr Group 
1 
0 
1 
1 
5 
4 
6 
8 
6 
6 
1 
3 
3 
2 
0 
1 
High Group 
1 
2 
2 
6 
4 
5 
5 
4 
7 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Frequency Distribution of the Criteria Groups on the Heston E 
Intervals low Group High Group 
4o-41 1 1 
39-40 2 4 
37-38 5 3 
35-36 2 2 
33-34 8 6 
31-32 5 7 
29-30 2 2 
27-28 2 7 
25-26 3 5 
~-~ 7 3 
21-22 1 6 
19-20 3 2 
17-18 0 1 
15-16 2 0 
13-14 0 0 
11-12 4 0 
___ c -'=-==d~O~~ --"~"--'-'"-cc'~~- -=--b-==-~~-,_,~---- ~--=~---~=~-
Ji 
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Frequency Distribution of the Criteria Groups on the Eeston C ;:I 
li II 
I 
1! 
'11 
'I 
II 
Intervals 
35-36 
33-34 
31-32 
29-30 
27-28 
25-26 
23-24 
21-22 
19-20 
17-18 
15-16 
13-14 
11-12 
9-10 
7-8 
5-6 
3-4 
Interval 
33-34 
31-32 
29-30 
27-28 
25-26 
23-24 
21-22 
19-20 
17-18 
15-16 
l3-l4 
11-12 
9-10 
7-8 
!Dw Group 
1 
1 
0 
0 
7 
5 
5 
4 
7 
1 
5 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
!Dw Group 
2 
1 
2 
5 
5 
4 
6 
7 
3 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
High Group 
2 
3 
10 
5 
6 
10 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
2 
High Group 
6 
5 
8 
4 
5 
4 
7 
5 
2 
2 
l 
1 
I 5-6 
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~able 15. Frequency Distribution of the Criteria Group on the Heston H 
---·-- - ·-·······---
Interval I.Dvr Group High Group 
-- -~·- -----· .. ·-·-·<·--·------
50-52 1 2 
47-49 3 2 
44-46 4 12 
41-43 5 11 
38-40 11 5 
35-31 6 5 
32-34 4 3 
29-31 2 1 
26-28 3 4 
2.3-25 3 1 
20-22 2 1 
17-19 1 1 
14-16 1 1 
11-13 1 
8-10 0 1 
5-1 1 
In sUlml1ary, it is clear that the range for the two groups was not very 
ifferent on any of the six Heston subtests. On the K-D Scale the Low group 
ended to score higher than did t~ High group. 
rle 16. 
II 
Comparison of Raw Scores According to Deciles on the Heston 
Subtests of the Uorm Group (I) and Sample Group Reported in 
Heston Manual (II) 
: =---- == == 
1------A _______ s _____ E _____ c __ _ 
I ~~~; I II I II I II 
p H 
-----··----
I II I II I II 
90 27 31 '30 35 38 36 28 35 30 31 46 46 
80 22 27 27 32 35 33 27 32.5 27 28 44 44 
-70 20 25.5 25 29 33 32 25 30.5 26 26 42 42 
i 60 l8 24 23 27 32 30 24 29 24 24 41 39.5 
! 50 17 23 22 24 29 28 22 27 22 23 39 31.5 ' 
ii40 J5 21 20 22 27 26 21 24 20 21 37 34.5 [i 
1 30 14 19 18 20 24 24 19 21 19 20 34 32 I 
j: 
!I 
I!, 
II 
:; 
:120 l2 17 17 17 22 21 17 18 17 17 e5 28 27 I 
! 10 ll 14 12 14 19 17.5 l2 13.5 13 13.5 22 20 4 
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For the total group used in this study (represented by I on Table 16) 
[~he scores were lower by one to seven points on the dacUes as compared to 
'I ~~he Sample group reported by Heston (represented by II on Table 16) on the 
:I 
',pcales A, s, c, and P. On the 
1,] 
1· oints higher than Group II. 
scales E and H group I scored from -5 to 2.5 
I 
It must be remembered that the Heston Manual gave reported percentile 
or.ms for high school senior boys and the group used in this stul~were high 
j chool junior boys. This factor may influence these comparisons. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\, 
'I II 
lr 
It 
ij 
li 
able 17. Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients Reported for the 
K.-D Proneness Scale and the six Subtests of the Heston 
-
-
number Variables SE"" 
98 K-D vs A -.32 t·o9 
98 K-D VS s -.24 .j..09 
-
98 K-D vs E -.29 .j..09 
-
98 K-D vs C -.31 .j..OB 
-
98 K-D vs P -.41 t.oa 
98 K-D vs H -.29 t·09 
,, 
II 
i! 
!I 
II 
'i 
II ,, 
ji 
,I 
I' 
I 
'l I 
li 
:I 
!i 
I 
I' 
:[ 
li 
.I 
il 
. All the correlations appear to be negative and sm.ill with the exception 11 
t
' if 
\i f the K-D vs P score which is -.41. This difference is slieht but more than i! 
II 
I' he others. Heston states that the tpt Subtest has tm lowest reliability of 1! 
.by of the six scales. This mcy have bearing on this higher negative 1: 
~orrelation. With the exception of 'P' it lOluld ~ar that the ]{<OD is !I 
===,iFe=asuring something quite dif!~~?~- from the Heston InventoXZ_• ==,+~~~~ 
!I 
li 
\\ 
1\ 
li 
1,', 
!I 
-I ,, 
Inter-trait Correlations for the Heston Inventory - N = 98 
Scale 
A - Analytical Thinking 
S - Sociability 
E - Emotional Stability 
C - Confidence 
P - Personal Relations 
H - Home Satisfactions 
A s 
.222 
E 
-.049 
.202 
c 
.040 
.367 
.758 
p 
.031 
.204 
.732 
.759 
H 
.052 
.202 
.463 
.567 
.660 
able 19. 
y 
Inter-trait Correlations for the Inventory Scales N = 100 
Scale A s E c p H 
A -Analytical Thinking -.076 -.183 .on -.169 .033 
S - Sociability .325 .438 .378 .262 
E - Emotional Stability .726 .611 .382 
C - Confidence .580 .312 
P - Personal Relations .393 
H - Home Satisfactions 
,. 
" I, 
/i 
l!i 
.I 
II 
li, 
I' 
,! 
In comparing these two tables we see that the trait, Analyt.ical th:inki.ng 1 
ars practically no relationship to any of the other five scales. It is, 
herefore, an independent measure. 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
r! 
if 
In the Sociability trait scole there is a very olight relationship to th,, 
other correlations are very slight. Both tables agree in 1; 
The Emotional Stability Scale shows practically no relationship with 
ical Thinldng and a very slieht one to Sociability. However, both 
==----~-==~==-
II 
\, 
r: 
I· 
li 
i 
' 
IFtability Scale. Heston defends this scying, "There is good reason to 
l~elieve this is a genuine association, since the items of each scale comprise 
I, y 
\relatively discrite varieties of behavior." There also seems to be a 
'! 
~~ubstantial relationship between Emotional Stability Scale and Home Satis-
~actions scale. . 
I 
'!I 
!I 
![ I, 
On the Confidence scale there seems to be a high degree of correlation 
rth Personal Relations. IVith the 98 cases used in this study the correla.-
ion was .759 as compared to the reported .580. As formerly said there was 
\I' 
II 
I' 
:i 
H 
\; 
II ,, 
!: 
so a high correlation with Emotional Stability. 1[ 
ii 
The Personal Relations scale shows very slight correlations with :
1
1
 
alytical Thinking and Sociability Scales, substantial correlation with the \,\ 
ome Satisfactions Scale, and high correlations vdth the Emotional Stability ii 
I, !I! 
4nd Confidence Scales. r 
II\ The Home Satisfactions Scale shows some positive correlation with all 
':I 
'I 
ther scales except the Analytical Thinking scale. 
In summary, a comparison of the two previous tables shows about the scme 
ter-trait correlations. 
II 
il 
! 
rl I 
~!(BOston•• Manual, ,. 15. 
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Figure 1 shows a profile chart of the six cases scoring lowest on the 
-D Proneness Scale . 
l: 
I 
I 
l 
I 
li 
$ 
"f4"-- · ~ -- -- -l ! ~· ---~ --
~'igure 1. Profile Chart of the Six Cases Scoring Lowest (non- delinquent) 
on the K- D Proneness Scale 
45 
III.6 
F'ive of these cases came from the High achieving group with one from the 
rw group . 1£he scores on the K-D were : 
1 . -J2 
2. -26 
3 . -2.5 
4. - 23 
.s . - 23 
6. -23 
These scores a...-..e nll very negative showing they are not delinquency- prone I 
The range of scores ts as follows : 
A. 4th to 94th percentile . 3 scores above and 3 below the .5oth 
percentile . 
s. 6th to 88th percentile . 4 scores below the 50th percentile . 
E. 28th to 85th percentile . 4 scores aboue the 50th percentile . 
C. 12th to 42nd percentile . All scores below the 50th percentile . 
P. 12th to 8oth percentile . 3 scores above the 50th percentile . 
H. 3rd to 65th percentile with 4 scores belo·w the 5oth percentile . 
r;r-· r- -~ . ~----·----l--- -T-
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~igure 2. Profile Chart of the Six Cases Scoring Highest (Delinquency- Prone) 
on the K-D Proneness Scale 
" 
Four of these cases came from the low achieving group and two from the 
group. The scores on the K-D were: 
1. .j.2 
2. f.3 
3. .f.3 
4. l-5 
5. .j.B 
6. .j.l5 
:i 
1 These scores represented the six highest scoring cases in the total 
if 
'I 
*roup of ninety-eight. 
i' 
· The range of scores Tras as follows: 
A. 1st to 44th percentile with all 6 scores falling below the 5oth 
percentile 
' 
" 
,, 
S. 4th to 53rd percentile with 3 scores just above the 5oth percentile il 
13th to 83rd percentile with 4 scores falling below the 5oth percentJe E. 
I 
,I 
c. 7th to 78th percentile with 5 scores falling below the 5oth percenti~ 
ii 
P. 9th to 44th percentile with all cases below 50th percentile 
H. 0 to 9lst percentile with 3 cases above t:r..e 5oth percentile 
As we analyze these two figures (1 and 2) the following comparisons may 
be made: 
1. The delinquents scored low on the Anal.,vtical Thinking which would be 
expected. The non-delinquents did not score consistently high, but 
the trend was in that direction. 
2. There was no appreciable difference in the range of scores for tm 
delinquents and non-delinquents on the Sociability scale. There is 
some conflict in the research as to whether this trait does 
differentiate. 
3. The non-delinquent group scored better on the Emotional Stability 
Scale as would be expected, delinquents being generally emotionally 
,j 
:< i~a 
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unstable. 
4. Both groups scored low in the Confidence scale. One would expect 
the non-delinquent group to score higher than the delinquents who 
generally have feelings of inferiority and do not feel that they 
enjoy approval from others. 
5. The non-clelinquents scored better in the Personal Helations Scale 
than did the delinqrent group which had all six cases fall below 
the 5oth percentile. This would indicate that the delinquents may 
not feel that others are to be trusted and that they are misunder-
stood. 
6. There was no differentiation shown on the scores of the Home 
Satisfactions Scale. The delinquents might be expected to score 
lower for their family relations are generally poorer than those of 
non-delinquents. 
It is interesting to note that tre two highest scoring cases on the 
K-D Scale (f8 a."ld ,ll5) both had very low percentiles in all scales. Their 
showing on both the Scale and the Inventory '\Vould warrant a thorough follovv 
. up in order to help them before it is too late. They do appear to be very 
':delinquent-prone on the basis of these two tests. 
ii 
CHAPTER V 
SUi.fl-lARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
,, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO!\TS 
The purpose of this study was to further validate the K-D Prone~ 
'i~ale and to see if any of the personality factors measure(i by the Heston 
II 
!!Personal AdjustJOOnt Inventor;y would correlate v;ith delinquency. Both 
!,questionnaires were administered to a group of one hundred high school 
' 
:punior boys. This group was divided in half on the basis of high and lOTI 
,, 
i~chievers ,Cin tho opinion of the Guidance Director of the school system). 
!I the low achieving group was dropped fram fifty to forty-eight because of two 
II 
lncomplete questionnaires. 
!: 
li ~~ The K-D Proneness Scale consists of seventy-five multiple choice ques-
:1 
~ions, each one having four responses. The subject is instructed to choose 
li 
~he response that best describes how he feels or what he thinks about the 
~uestion. 
The Heston Personal Adjustment Inventory consists of two hundred and 
~eventy questions to which the subject answers "Yes" or 11No 11 • The subject 
ii 
~s asked to respond to these questions not by what he knows but how he feels 
tbout them. 
:i 
il CONCLUSIONS 
I, 
From an analysis of the data presented in this study, the followi..'1g 
~cntative conclusions are dravm: 
I 
II 
:1 1. The boys scoring high (delinquency-prone) on the K-D scale tended to 
,! 
be in the low achieving group. This is based on a small number of 
cases however. 
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2. 'l'he low achieving group tended to gain poorer scores on all the 
subtests of the Heston with the exception of the Harne Satisfaction 
Scale on which there was no difference in the mean score. 
3. A comparison between this total group of ninety-eight and the Heston! 
norms of dtciles showed the group used in this study to be loVler in 
ra;v scores by one to seven points on the scales of Analytical 
1'hinking, Sociability, Confidence, ond Personal Relations. The 
Heston norm group scores were lower by five tenths to 2.5 on the 
Emotional Stability lllld Home Satisfaction Scales. These differences:: 
are not great and the ref ore, the groups are not too different. 
4. There were very low negat·ive correlations between the K-D Proneness 
Scale and five of the subtests on the Heston. The other subtest, 
( 'pr) showed a sliehtly higher negative correlation. However, the :I 
I, 
two tests do seem to be measuring different thinzs. !I 'i 
The intertrait correlations as computed by this author 
il 
and by Heston!: 
i! 
I 
proved to be about the same, with the scales of Emotional Stability, ii 
II 
Confidence, and Personal Relations having high intercorrelations. 
6. A Comparison of the six most delinquency-prone ond least 
li 
li delinquency-prone boys (according to the K-D ScDJ.e) showed that the ji 
·I 
following scales differentiated in this stmy. Analytical Thinking, li 
:I 
'I'he other three scales :1 Emotional stability and Personal He lations. 
could not be said to differentiate in this study. This conclusion, 
however, is based on onl;r twelve cases, and as follow-up studies are 
impossible with t:b..is data, this conclusion rni@:lt differ with a 
larger sample. 
I 
!I 
!1 
_j. 
I: 
!t 
I! 
IJMITATIONS. OF THE STUDY 
There were several limitations in this study. 
1. The criteria for dividing the total group in half were not well 
enough established. The division was made on the basis of school 
grades which are unreliable. There should have been more reliable 
data on which to base the division. 
' i: 
i! 
i 
;j 
1: 
,I 
I! 
:1 p 2. As this writer did not administer the tests, there is no lmowledge iJ 
of what, if any, irregularities in controls were or vrere not present 11 
at the t:ime of administration. 1f 
The ra:w scores obta:ined on the Heston subtests had to be compared II 
I' 
This i! to those given in the Manual in order to figure percentiles. 
ll 
II 
/! study used junior year boys in high school. 'l'he Manual• s 
~ i 
percentile tables were based on boys who were seniors in high school~ 
!i 
This may have made some difference ani therefore might distort the 
scores. 
4. It was :impossible to gain further information on the twelve cases 
chosen to analyze. Six cases appeared to be most delinquent prone, 
the other six appeared to be least delinquent prone. Fu.rtrer 
evidence to support these findings vrould have been most helpful. 
NEED FOR FURTHER HESEARCH 
1. A follow-up study of the chosen twelve cases would be of value in 
ziving evidence of the predictive value of the K-D Proneness Scale. 
2. other personality tests measuring the same on nearly the same traits 1i 
as are measured in the Heston could be used on this same group to 
further determine whether Analytical Thinking, Emotional stability, 
and Personal Relations really do differentiate between delinquents 
4. 
· and non-delinquents. 
i 
The Heston could be administered to a group of known delinquents arud 
;I 
:i 
non-delinquents of the same aee to see which scales differentiate. 
The K'.-D Proneness Scale and other measures of personality could be 
administered and comparisons drawn. 
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